ALM Web Pros, LLCRelease for Models/Children/PetsPhotograph Editing and/or Publishing
I, _________________________, agree to allow the photographs submitted to ALM Web Pros of:
(Please enter the name in the appropriate line) Myself_______________Child_________________
Pet___________ taken by ______________________ to be edited per my request. The photograph
may be printed on Kodak paper and provided to me or emailed electronically depending on the
written agreement.
The photograph will not be used, released or publish to anyone else besides myself, unless I have
signed the BOX below providing such authorization.
This release covers ALM Web Pros, LLC and the photo editing artist Barbi. The photograph editing
request has been made on this Day____Month_______Year______.
Signed: _____________________________ Dated:______/______/______
IMPORTANT! If subject is a minor a legal guardian must sign below.
Photography and/or Publishing Consent
I, ______________________, am the parent or legal guardian of ________________________
and agree to allow photographs of ___________________ taken by __________________ to be
edited by ALM Web Pros, LLC per my request, for the selected collage. The photograph may be
printed on Kodak paper and mailed to me via USPS, e-mailed electronically or hand delivered per
the written agreement. This release covers ALM Web Pros, LLC and the photo editing artist
Barbi. This photo editing request has been made on this Day_____Month______Year______.

If this consent box is signed I, _________________________, agree to allow ALM to publish
the photos/pictures of __________________________ in their website for any purposes
and/or in any public relation format. I agree that there will be no future notifications or
compensations to me when the photograph is used. This release covers ALM Web Pros, LLC,
its officers, management and the photo editing artist Barbi.
Agree to by (Please Print):______________________________
Authorized Signature:__________________________________
Day:_______Month:_______Year:_______
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPORTANT!
If subject is a minor a legal guardian must sign below.
Photography and Publishing Consent
I, ____________________, am the parent or legal guardian of _____________________and
agree to allow photographs of ________________ taken by ______________ to be edited

by ALM Web Pros, LLC & artist Barbi. The photographs may be published for any purpose and
in any format without any future notification or compensation to me.

Signed_____________________________ Date_________________________

